THE COLOR ISSUE
BRIGHT INTERIORS
BOLD PATTERNS
FUTURE TRENDS

LUXE LIVING IN 500 SQUARE FEET

+ Studio Visit
Behind the scenes with one of Seattle’s most exciting design duos

BEYOND THE BRUSH
Vancouver painter Zoë Pawlak explores the art of rug making


5. AnTeak Round Mosaic Tile by Walker Zanger, $33 per square foot at United Tile, multiple locations, unittile.com.


CAFFEINATED CLOUNY TILE BY GRANADA TILE LENDS GRAPHIC IMPACT TO THE WALLS AT THE NEW OLYMPIA ROASTING COFFEE COMPANY IN OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON. From $9 per 8"-square tile at Ann Sacks, multiple locations, annsacks.com.

GO FOR BOLD!

Fight the gray-sky blues with a dose of surface sunshine. Whether it’s a punchy pattern or unexpected material, the right tile can take an ordinary space from bland to bold.
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